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December 23, 2015 

 
Aaron J. Kennon                    
Chief Executive Officer 

 

Dear Friend of Clear Harbor, 

I’m pleased to share our firm’s Investment Outlook for 2016. Some highlights: 

 Monetary policy has finally turned a corner. The U.S. Federal Reserve has nervously 
notched its first rate rise since 2006, even as central banks in Europe, China and Japan  
maintain easy-money policies. This creates important new tensions for global investors. 

 Economic slack and dollar strength suggest a continuation of muted inflation, subdued 
growth, and slowing corporate profits. 

 All these factors augur for a flatter yield curve for bonds, with cautionary signals already 
visible in the high-yield market. 

 Likewise, after several years of strong returns, equities have achieved fuller valuations 
by most metrics. Future gains are likely to be considerably more muted. 

 Nonetheless, on a sector basis, we see value dispersal—and investor opportunity—
growing in the healthcare, financial, energy and utilities sectors, among others.   

 On a regional basis, we retain our watchful engagement with equities in Japan and 
Europe, and our niche approach to emerging markets and select frontier markets.  

 On a global basis, investors are beginning to consider long-term challenges to growth 
from an aging workforce, sluggish productivity growth, and stubbornly high debt levels. 

 Oil remains beset by considerable short-term oversupply and long-term structural 
challenges, giving cause for extreme caution. But while the equilibrium price may be 
lower than in past cycles, fundamentals suggest it is still higher than current levels. 

This Outlook elaborates on these themes and provides important caveats. I hope it also inspires 

you to schedule a portfolio review. Today’s environment promises lower returns than recent 

years have delivered; it demands careful attention to ensure that capital allocations are tailored 

to individual investment objectives and risk tolerances. 
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Importantly, the portfolio review also serves to holistically evaluate financial planning priorities 

well beyond investment management. For retirees, prudence may warrant a more conservative 

posture not just for portfolio holdings, but for withdrawals or discretionary spending; not-for-

profits reconsidering their 5-year and 10-year financial plans may benefit from revising their 

anticipated draw-downs from the corpus. Corporations currently choosing between cash and 

leverage to finance acquisitions should not anticipate a precipitous rise in borrowing costs. 

The following may whet your appetite for additional information—or provide far more detail 

than you care to digest over the holidays! In either case, I look forward to the conversation that 

matters most: the one that addresses your own financial priorities on your own terms. 

2015: The Year in Markets 

Although the U.S. economy continued to plod ahead in 2015, the year was marked by below-

trend inflation worldwide, led by a spectacular collapse in oil prices. Monetary stimulus helped 

support asset prices in some regions, but the vigorous economic rebound that many have 

sought since the end of the Great Recession remained elusive.  

So were positive returns in many asset classes. After a strong 2014, U.S. markets—long the 

“cleanest dirty shirt” for skittish investors—stalled. Though December 22, the S&P 500 rose just 

1%; the leading U.S. fixed income benchmark, the Barclays Aggregate Bond Index, was in 

positive territory by just 0.5%, as investors fled high yield for the safety of investment grade 

and municipal bonds. The best returns were in Japan and Europe, where weaker currencies and 

the passing of the “quantitative easing” baton rewarded dollar-based investors who were 

appropriately hedged.  

The commodity complex was deeply troubled again this year as well, with oil tumbling an 

additional 36% after falling 48% in 2014. Natural gas, soft commodities and precious metals all 

followed the downward trend as businesses and consumers in emerging markets, particularly 

China, retrenched amid global economic headwinds and domestic currency volatility.   

While your partners at Clear Harbor anticipated many of these risks and positioned our core 

strategies accordingly, we do not see reason for dramatic improvement any time soon. This 

past year’s results reflect genuine uncertainties as policymakers attempt to navigate prospects 

of deflation and potentially sustained global stagnation. Indeed, our outlook for the coming 

year is incrementally more cautious than at any time since the Great Recession.  

This does not necessarily argue for wholesale changes to portfolios crafted for the long haul. 

But it does mean preparing for lower expected returns after the remarkable gains witnessed 

since the March 2009 bottom in equity markets, and for higher volatility along the way. For 

those with higher risk tolerances or longer horizons, this may present selective new 

opportunities; for others, some reduction in equity and high yield exposure may be in order.  
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Monetary Outlook: A Tough Pivot 

The precarious state of global monetary policy is a prime reason for our caution. The U.S. 

Federal Reserve recently raised rates for the first time since 2006 in a long-awaited departure 

from a posture of unprecedented accommodation. While we welcome this move toward a 

more normalized policy, the typical conditions for tightening are nowhere to be found. Rather 

than the inflationary concerns that typically accompany a rate rise, today’s global economy 

poses structurally disinflationary forces.  

In fact, for the first time in history, the Fed is starting to tighten at a time of slowing corporate 

earnings growth. This suggests a slower pace of further rate hikes than is usual: the Fed points 

to four rate hikes for 2016, but the market has fully priced in just two. Investors do not seem to 

share the Fed’s confidence that strong growth or fully normalized rates will return on schedule.  

Nor will the Fed’s monetary ammunition be replenished should the next recession appear 

early—which is to say, within the next two years, rather than the next three to five years. While 

not part of our base case, we do see a meaningful possibility that deflationary pressure may call 

for a return to easier money before the Fed completes an additional 100 basis points of 

tightening. Even if no mid-course reversal is needed, the Fed’s tools for unwinding will be as 

untested and unconventional as the measures taken during the crisis, adding further risk. 

On a global basis, every move higher by the Fed disadvantages dovish monetary authorities in 

Europe, Japan and China. Widely acknowledged to be behind the U.S. in terms of both 

economic recovery and monetary policy, these authorities seek to boost domestic asset prices 

through their own easing programs, but now must compete with U.S. assets offering 

incrementally higher yield against a superior, if still sluggish, economic backdrop. The Fed will 

be reluctant to make abrupt moves that could upset the global monetary applecart. 

 

Currency Outlook: Dollar Topping Out? 

We moreover suspect the U.S. dollar, so strong of late, will top out in 2016 as the Fed realizes 

that a more prolonged period of easy monetary policy is warranted. As for the most traditional 

alternative currency: we expect gold will most likely hold its value for U.S. investors, but not 

rally significantly from current levels absent a significant financial shock.  

With that said, the yellow metal could benefit from muted price appreciation in other assets, as 

well as from heightened capital markets volatility. A small allocation to gold therefore does 

have merit, but we point out that certain elements of the fixed income universe offer similar 

“shock absorber” qualities while also capturing incremental income in what is likely to remain a 

low-rate environment.   
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Economic Outlook: Cyclical and Structural Challenges 

Slow global growth will likely remain a theme next year even as the U.S. economy continues to 

advance. The strong dollar, low oil prices (see below), and considerable slack in employment 

markets, capacity and demand are all set to weigh on developed and emerging economies alike.  

Beyond these cyclical factors, 2016 may be the year when investors come to grips with 

structural challenges to economic growth. These challenges include declines in population 

growth in general, and the cohort of working-age people in particular; waning productivity; and 

persistent high levels of debt.  

 Working with Fewer New Workers 

Economic growth depends on the entry of new people to the workforce. When the addition of 

workers slows, economies generally follow. The world’s demographic profile—and to some 

extent, that of the U.S. as well—suggests that we have reached a tipping point. The rate of 

global population growth has fallen to half what it was in 1960, or approximately 1%; 

meanwhile, the average age of the working population is trending higher.  

This poses important questions: who will care for the elderly, particularly in rapidly aging 

societies in Japan and across Europe, but also in the United States as the Baby Boomers retire? 

Who will take their place to demand the goods and services that drive economies higher?  

 Where Did Productivity Go? 

At least some of these concerns can be addressed through higher productivity: i.e., fewer 

workers generating the same amount of goods and services through advances in technology, 

training or better practices. However, productivity gains have slowed to a snail’s pace since the 

financial crisis. Moreover, much of the remaining improvement has come through technologies 

that displace workers—and with them, the wages needed to support demand.  

Traditionally viewed as an academic question, productivity is coming to the fore as a very real 

determinant of corporate earnings growth and revenue potential. This is not to suggest that 

growth cannot surprise to the upside over a given period, or that fiscal stimulus cannot help 

revive spending and consumption. However, these important trends warrant consideration. 

Clear Harbor is examining productivity trends from multiple perspectives. We seek to better 

understand the risks and opportunities beneath the diminishing returns from technology in 

some industries; consider new approaches to measuring productivity altogether; and evaluate 

the implications for perceptions of value across asset classes. While we are not sounding the 

alarm to batten down the hatches, we take this debate as a reminder that the world is ever-

changing, that past cycles may not reflect similarly in the future, and that an objective and 

open-minded investment approach is particularly warranted at this juncture. 
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 The Steady Headwind of Global Debt 

Finally: according to the Bank of International Settlements, developed-market public and 

private debt has risen 36% since the commencement of the Great Recession, and now exceeds 

265% of GDP. While the proportion varies significantly by country, the aggregate points to a 

Japan-like debt bubble that burdened the island nation following its huge debt-driven boom of 

the 1980s. Although many factors distinguish other nations from Japan’s example, investors 

should expect the headwind of debt to remain with us for a considerable period.  

 

Fixed Income Outlook: A Ceiling on Yields, and a Floor 

We look for the strong dollar coupled with the monetary and disinflationary headwinds noted 

above to cap the expansion of yields in the U.S. in 2016. This should provide an opportunity for 

investors to capture coupon payments with limited risk that rates will move higher. We also 

expect the yield curve to flatten, with short-dated (2-year) yields rising more than longer-dated 

(10-year and 30-year) yields.  

If U.S. yields could experience a ceiling next year, European sovereign debt may already have 

established a floor, with rates still negative in many instances. In addition to making U.S. 

Treasuries more attractive on their face, this sets up highly asymmetric risk for investors in 

European debt: any increase in inflation could require holding or exchanging extremely low-

yielding paper amid downward-spiraling prices as yields raced to catch up.  

This is not out of the question. Although we expect the ECB will continue to keep its foot on the 

monetary gas pedal and recognize significant labor slack across much of the Eurozone, pockets 

of wage pressure are emerging in Germany, where unemployment is registering a multi-decade 

low. In view of these asymmetric risks, we see little reason to allocate to a broad swath of 

Eurozone sovereign debt at present, despite our constructive view of some European equities 

(see Equity Outlook below). 

There is also a tendency for the bond market to lead the equity market. This presents a note of 

caution: the high yield index has declined 12.2% since its peak in June of 2014, while the S&P 

500 has risen a further 5.5% over the same period. While some of the decline in the high-yield 

market can be attributed to its higher exposure to the troubled energy sector, this divergence is 

not common and could portend a reversion of equities to more normalized levels. 
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RUSSELL 3000 INDEX PRICE VS. U.S. HIGH YIELD PRICE — LAST 5 YEARS 

 

Source: Bloomberg   

Another technical flag of caution from the bond markets: the Baa credit spread vs. S&P 500 

earnings yield has fallen to its tightest in years—1.57% versus 2.18% this time last year, 1.90% 

two years ago, and 3.42% at the end of 2012. This means that prices for the senior layer of a 

company’s capital structure—its debt—have become competitive with its subordinate equity. 

And that, almost by definition, raises questions about the true appeal of owning that equity.  

U.S. Equity Outlook: Richer Valuations, Poorer Projections 

Are equities still attractively priced? If one believes the forward-looking 12-month estimate for 

the S&P 500 of $128, one derives a forward P/E of approximately 15.5x, placing the market 

close to fair value. Moreover, the Shiller inflation-adjusted cyclically adjusted P/E (“CAPE”) is 

currently 26x. This is well below the peak of 44x struck during the bubble in 1999, though 

significantly above the historical mean of 16.6x or the low of 15 reached in March 2009.  

So while equity valuations do not seem particularly elevated based on historical measures, they 

aren’t inexpensive, either. How much they can rise from here hinges on how you look at the 

trajectory of earnings at this unusual moment of monetary tightening amid low inflation. 

In a traditional low-rate environment, a somewhat elevated P/E is often justified in sending 

prices higher as investors prefer the potential of growth in equities to the certainty of low 

returns from bonds. On the other hand, in a typical tightening cycle, equities gain because 

earnings and inflation accelerate, even as P/E multiples contract.  

The trouble is, the coming year may present challenges to both P/E expansion and earnings 

growth—a recipe that we believe will prove difficult for equity markets in 2016. Investors must 

wade through the Fed’s first full year of tightening, even as important economic factors may 

make that $128 earnings estimate for the S&P 500 difficult to achieve. 
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Critically, the deceleration in corporate earnings is only beginning to catch notice. Sell-side 

analysts began downgrading earnings expectations in mid-2015, and seem poised to do so 

again in the first quarter of 2016. We think they are still behind the curve. 

Clear Harbor has signaled this risk before. For the last several years, analyst predictions of 

earnings-per-share (EPS) growth at the start of the year often exceeded 10%. Last year, we 

suggested it would be more realistic to expect half that number, and to construct portfolios 

around a more conservative outlook. Even this proved too optimistic: full-year EPS growth for 

2015 appears to be trending at just 5.1%. 

Economists surveyed by Bloomberg seem disposed to repeat last year’s error, with estimates 

for 2016 averaging a rosy 8.7%. Our caution is predicated on continued headwinds from the 

strong dollar, and the view that companies will struggle to maintain margin growth as they fight 

for revenue in a sluggish global economy. We recognize that last year’s massive drag on EPS 

growth from the energy sector earnings will prove mathematically challenging to match in 

2016, but see a much broader spectrum of industries experiencing some degree of weakness. 

We are not alone. Various surveys of investor sentiment suggests that the level of bullishness is 

at the lower end of the range of the last 5 years. Even institutional equity analysts are far from 

bullish, with the percentage of “buy” ratings at the lowest level in 20 years. (Goldman, Sachs 

rated 70% of its coverage a “buy” in 2000; today, the figure is 30%.) While this is no doubt 

partly due to new regulations aimed at keeping a “Chinese wall” between analyst reporting and 

investment banking deal flow, we believe the reversal is significant enough to warrant mention. 

With outright bearish sentiment at historically average levels, a mild surprise in economic 

growth could yet initiate a positive feedback loop for corporate earnings and further equity 

gains. While we would welcome this outcome—and have positioned portfolios to benefit 

should it occur—our base case still argues for caution as we step into 2016 and beyond.   

 

U.S. Equity Outlook: Opportunities from Rising Intrasector Dispersion 

Many trends that have defined the post-crisis era continued in 2015: large-cap equities won out 

over mid-cap and small-cap; growth stocks again outperformed value. On a sector basis, 

healthcare, technology and consumer discretionary held up better than energy, industrials and 

materials. 

However, this apparent continuity in the headlines masked a significant change during the year 

that we see accelerating in 2016: disparities within sectors are on the rise, with specific winners 

(and losers) presenting a greater opportunity for active managers to outperform (or 

underperform) major benchmarks. Examples include clear opportunities in the healthcare, 

financial, energy and utilities sectors.   
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 Healthcare 

Within healthcare, large insurance providers face the uncertainties of a general election in 

which legislative oversight of, and alterations to, the Affordable Care Act will be hotly discussed 

and a foreseeable source of volatility. Companies vary widely in their exposure to the major 

populations: those served through ACA exchanges, Medicare, Medicaid, and traditional 

employer plans. Among pharmaceutical companies, significant disparities are being recognized 

between those that have financially engineered their way to apparent growth, and those that 

continue to acquire or develop new molecules, manufacture and test new drugs, and bring 

them to market effectively for the first time. We look for 2016 to sort the wheat from the chaff. 

 Financials 

Among financials, a more pronounced split could occur between banks and property & casualty 

insurance companies as we gain clarity on the “inflation vs. deflation” debate. Insurance 

companies tend to benefit from deflationary trends, which allow them to charge premiums 

based on the current value of assets, while paying out policyholders—if at all—as prices fall. In 

contrast, banks benefit from inflationary pressures and steeper yield curves, which permit them 

to “borrow short” and “lend long,” capturing the spread on interest rates in between. 

 Energy 

We also look for energy companies to continue diverge as refiners, producers and service 

companies confront very different aspects of the swoon in commodity prices. As crude oil 

prices fall, refiners are able to capture significant margin between the cost of crude and the 

value of gasoline and other products. However, after two years of good fortune, these spreads 

in value—referred to as “crack spreads”—could tighten if oil prices rise, squeezing refiners. 

Conversely, a bottoming and eventual rise in crude prices could serve as a tailwind to producers 

and service companies who are desperate to capture additional cash flow in order to meet their 

debt obligations, expand operations and once again grow earnings.   

One area of concern for the Clear Harbor team is Wall Street’s expectation of a significant 

rebound in energy sector earnings in 2016. Although we too anticipate higher oil prices after 

two years of dramatic declines (down 36% in 2015 after falling 48% in 2014), prudent risk 

management urges caution. A “lower for longer” pricing environment could significantly, and in 

some cases permanently, impair the balance sheets of an increasing number of production 

companies in North America.  
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BRENT CRUDE PRICES — LAST 5 YEARS 

 

Source: Bloomberg   

While we believe that the fundamentals point to an equilibrium price well above current levels, 

several caveats could retard progress toward reaching it. These include increased drilling and 

production service efficiencies; a Middle East battle for export market share; and less-than-

robust demand growth over the next several years.  

Our demand-side view is predicated in part on continued strides toward energy efficiency 

among developed and large emerging economies. But we also see the emergence of electric 

vehicles (EV) as a more mainstream alternative to combustion engine vehicles as having the 

potential to fundamentally alter the global oil demand profile. 

This view is riddled with near-term risks as questions about a national EV charging 

infrastructure, battery efficiency and vehicle range are addressed. With that said, as the cost 

curve for these emerging forms of transportation bends significantly lower, it will ultimately 

cross that of the combustion engine, which today accounts for 50% of U.S. oil demand.  

We cannot know precisely when this this singularity event will occur: indeed, it remains a 

contrarian observation that we consider extraordinarily under-analyzed. However, we think we 

could well see it within the next ten years. And it is an exciting thesis—one that suggests ways 

to express a bullish view on innovative approaches to energy and emerging technologies, rather 

than merely a bearish view on oil. 

In between today’s immense supply glut and the potential future of meaningful demand 

destruction, we are likely to see an intermediate period of relative normalization as non-OPEC 

supply growth decelerates, investment in new drilling programs declines, and natural decline 

rates become more pronounced. We enter 2016 questioning the pace of that normalization, 

and thus emphasize security selection for those seeking exposure to the sector. We do so with 

a keen eye for balance sheet strength, low production costs, and specific geographic position 

within, for example, the Permian basin for oil or the Marcellus for gas. 
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 Utilities 

For years we have discussed the virtues of owning natural gas and water distribution utilities, 

an important subsector that most investors do not understand. For decades, these companies 

have provided higher average returns on capital while delivering consistent dividend growth. 

The additional benefit of these securities is their less volatile price action, which offers a 

potential cushion to portfolios during challenging moments for the overall equity market.  

Critics of this view often insist that, like others in the utility sector, these companies ought to 

suffer as interest rates rise. We have examined the average share price action of natural gas 

and water distribution companies over the last three tightening cycles and have concluded that 

such an outcome, while always a possibility in the future, is not to be found in any convincing 

empirical evidence to date.  

To understand why, one must consider the role of local regulators. A responsible regulator will 

respect the need for an acceptable return on equity, including the distribution of reasonable 

earnings to shareholders, for companies that safely provide important services to the public.  

This thesis applies whether rates are rising or falling. Historically, regulators have often taken a 

dimmer view of electric utilities, where project cost overruns, controversies over the actual cost 

of nuclear power generation, and related questions can complicate and compromise returns for 

shareholders. 

As such, it is unsurprising—though never guaranteed—to find water and natural gas 

distribution companies exhibiting lower beta to the broader market, and less downside risk 

than their electrical-utility brethren as rates rise. Yet most of these businesses are able to 

continue to forecast unit growth. Perhaps most important, investors are often more 

comfortable maintaining such positions through economic cycles, enhancing returns—in 

contrast with more volatile stocks that invite skittish exits at inopportune market moments. 

While these provide excellent examples, growing dispersals present opportunities both across 

and within sectors ranging from technology to consumer discretionary and consumer staples.  

 

Global Equity Outlook: A Large Toolset, a Watchful Eye, and a Niche Approach 

Our Investment Committee has the mandate to identify opportunities wherever they reside, 

and to incorporate them into client portfolios where appropriate using whatever tools are 

most effective and efficient. Individual securities, passive and active funds, and alternative 

investments are all available whether in U.S. or international markets. However, carefully 

selected active and passive funds are particularly useful ways to capture specific exposures in 

international markets, rather than blindly diversifying through more common macro ETFs.  
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For example, our small allocation to emerging markets is made through an ETF constructed to 

ensure significant exposure to the local consumer spending trends we seek, but little to none in 

the energy and materials sectors that dominate many emerging market ETFs. This frees us to 

reflect our energy and materials views through large and liquid companies, whose diverse 

international exposures are typically embedded in the regulatory oversight and management of 

transparent, safe and stable jurisdictions in North America or Europe. 

Even in Japan or the established economies of Europe, we often prefer to apply our macro 

thesis through ETFs designed to hedge out currency fluctuations, gain exposure to a weakening 

currency, benefit from incrementally stronger exports, or act on some other specific view. 

We do not feel compelled to invest broadly in every major global economy. However, the CAPE 

for all developed markets (via the MSCI All World Index) is now at approximately 17.5x—not 

particularly expensive on absolute or historical terms. In fact, it is currently trending at a 15% 

discount to the average levels since 1980.i With that in mind, here are some key international 

themes for 2016, and some of the investment tools we prefer to employ for each. 

 Continental Europe  

We continue to believe that additional rounds of quantitative easing (“QE”) will lift consumer 

spirits, and ultimately earnings and asset prices, next year in the Eurozone and indeed beyond 

within Continental Europe. The current earnings yield of European equities is at historically high 

levels versus the average credit yield of the market, lending further support for the view that 

fixed income is far from attractive, and equities are much more worthy of investor attention.   

 Japan 

We remain constructive on Japan’s equity market as QE and the weak yen support higher 

inflation, as well as the island nation’s bid for a greater share of global exports. Despite 

persistent skepticism about Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s “third arrow,” we still consider 

corporate restructuring, the emergence of investor activism, and additional labor market 

reforms to be important potential catalysts. We are entering a new phase of reform that bears 

careful watching, and Japan’s long-term demographic picture remains challenged. But with a 

brighter corporate picture than at any time since the 1980s, we are maintaining our cautious 

optimism—and modest, currency-hedged allocations on behalf of clients where appropriate. 

 China 

We remain committed to securing exposures to the world’s second-largest economy and 

particularly to its fast-growing, high-consuming middle class, whether through real goods, 

services, or protein and agriculture. However, we maintain that we can best express this thesis 

through companies domiciled outside China. This affords us a clearer regulatory environment, 

limits our direct exposures to high levels of Chinese local, national and corporate debt, and 

safeguards prospects of securing a return on our invested capital. 
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 Emerging Markets 

We have pursued a niche approach to emerging markets in recent years, with the goal of 

capturing opportunities in global technology and the rise of the middle class consumer in such 

countries as Taiwan, India and South Korea. We have done so through individual security 

selection, as well as specific ETFs that deliver efficiency and diversification in smaller-cap names 

while avoiding exposure to the global commodity cycle. This approach has spared us 

considerable pain in the sector, helping our emerging market strategy outperform its 

benchmark. We maintain this view as we enter 2016. 

Nor do we necessarily shy from frontier markets where risk-adjusted opportunities present 

themselves. Argentina, which we have avoided for many years, is now marking a political 

transition that bears watching, with new leadership effectively renouncing capital controls and 

other populist measures that have held back foreign capital and the broader economy. We may 

address opportunities there in an upcoming Flash if conditions warrant it. 

An additional risk in these markets is local currency weakness as U.S. rates rise. This is of 

particular concern in countries that have issued significant dollar-denominated government and 

corporate debt, and must find ways to cover interest payments in depressed local currencies. 

According to the Bank of International Settlements, EM borrowing has doubled over the last 

five years, with more than 35% of it denominated in dollars.  

While many countries are vulnerable to these trends, the largest—and among the most 

vulnerable to the withdrawal of capital—include Brazil and Turkey. Although emerging markets 

were able to grow their way out of difficulties in the wake of the 1997 currency crisis, slow 

growth today will keep such prospects small—as will be our allocations within the EM universe, 

typically no more than 6-8% of a blended portfolio. 

 

MSCI EMERGING MARKETS CURRENCY INDEX — LAST 5 YEARS 

 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Recalibrating Portfolio Return Expectations 

It is my personal belief that the average returns gleaned by the market through a typical 60/40 

(equity/fixed income) allocation over the last half century will be difficult to achieve in the 

future. The drivers of this view are the hard math of the fixed income market and the 

unforgiving demographic headwinds worldwide. In short: low yields coupled with low growth. 

Yields are a fairly straightforward calculation. The yield-to-maturity (the annualized yield to be 

gleaned if held to maturity) of the Barclays Aggregate is approximately 2.25% today, versus 

4.5% a decade ago. Put differently, we should expect fixed income to provide investors with 

half the return that it used to.  

10-YEAR US TREASURY YIELD (1991-PRESENT) 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

 

While the equity market does not have a single mathematical formula for determining future 

returns, particularly from one quarter to the next, over the longer term a stock owner’s best 

friend is a strong economy. With so many headwinds to growth, and considerable gains already 

priced into many stocks in recent years, it may behoove wealth managers and clients to 

recalibrate their expectations for future returns. 

This represents a meaningful shift in our firm's outlook from the optimism that has informed 

our investment thesis over our last six years. To be sure, we maintain our philosophy that high-

quality, diversified equities provide the best path to long-term gains, while diversified fixed-

income investments lend a more stable return profile to a holistically constructed portfolio. 

What has changed is our expectations of future returns for both major asset classes.  

 

* 
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Even if equities somehow catapult back from this year’s poor results to historically average 

returns of 7-9%, we suspect that this will occur in an environment of higher volatility. With this 

in mind, we encourage you to reach out to your Clear Harbor advisor to consider whether your 

personal and financial position warrants adjustments within your investment portfolio.   

Portfolio construction is about more than our opinions on companies, sectors or asset classes, 

or even meeting your need for income and capital from your financial corpus. It must respect 

your honest response to market volatility. A strategy that invites emotional stress during times 

of inevitable market stress is likely to fail both personally and financially.  

It is during times of transition and shifting risks that we value, and strive to earn, our clients’ 

trust the most. I thank you for your confidence in Clear Harbor, and on behalf of the team, wish 

you the best for this holiday season. We look forward to our next conversation. 

Sincerely, 

 

Disclosure: 

Clear Harbor Asset Management, LLC (“Clear Harbor”) is an SEC registered investment adviser with its principal 

place of business in the State of New York. Clear Harbor and its representatives are in compliance with the current 

notice filing requirements imposed upon registered investment advisers by those states in which Clear Harbor 

maintains clients. Clear Harbor may only transact business in those states in which it is notice filed, or qualifies for 

an exemption or exclusion from notice filing requirements.   

The material contained herein is intended as a general market commentary. The commentary may contain general 

information and views that are not directly relevant to your particular account. Opinions expressed herein are 

those of Aaron Kennon and may differ from those of other employees and affiliates of Clear Harbor Asset 

Management LLC. The information contained herein should not be construed as personalized investment 

advice. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Information presented herein is subject to change 

without notice and should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Any comparison to an 

index, including the S&P 500 and Russell 2000, is for comparative purposes only. An investment cannot be made 

directly into an index, which are unmanaged and do not reflect the deduction of advisory fees. This brochure is 

limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its investment advisory services. The current 

account composition is intended for informational purposes and allocations are subject to change. 

For information pertaining to the registration status of Clear Harbor, please contact Clear Harbor or refer to the 

Investment Adviser Public Disclosure web site (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov). For additional information about Clear 

Harbor, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form ADV from Clear Harbor 

http://www.adviserinfo.sec.gov/
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using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send 

money. 

                                                            
i Barclays Research 


